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Introduction

The aim of this paper is to describe a certain type of syntactic units and their syntactic position in a 

sentence in Polish. Polish is one of the West Slavic languages (the group also includes Czech, Slovak and 

endangered Sorbian languages) of the Slavic group. It is a fusional (inflected) language with a relatively 

flexible word order1).

The phenomena described in this paper have been analysed by means of tools of formal Structural 

Syntax, as opposed to the methods of traditional syntax2). First, the distinction between formal syntax 

and traditional syntax is Polish linguistics is presented, and basic terms are defined which are crucial for 

this distinction, i.e. connotation, syntactic accommodation, sentence, clause, syntactic position.

In this paper there are analysed Polish complex/compound clauses excerpted from contemporary 

journalistic and literary texts (excluding poetry), dictionaries, and research papers on syntax. Syntactic 

paradigms used in this paper were taken from two sources: Słownik syntaktyczno-generatywny 

czasowników polskich and Inny słownik języka polskiego (the only comprehensive dictionary of Polish 

which contains valency  of lexemes). 

It is also vital to introduce some methodological assumptions on which the analysis was based, and to 

define precisely the terms used, as differing definitions can be found in many linguistic papers.
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1. Traditional syntax and formal syntax in Poland

Nowadays, the method provided by the so-called traditional syntax is not sufficient anymore3). One 

of its main disadvantages is the simultaneous use of both semantic and formal criteria with respect to 

linguistic phenomena and drawing conclusions from them. However, this does not change the fact that 

even today the findings based on the traditional grammar are very often viewed as the point of reference 

for researchers using different methods of syntactic description. Traditional terminology is also deeply 

rooted in the literature; moreover, it is well-known among all language-conscious users of Polish, and 

allows contemporary syntacticians to explain numerous language phenomena in a less complicated 

manner regardless of their research methods. Despite adopting the opposite approach, or perhaps 

precisely for this reason, there are numerous references to the traditional syntax in this description as 

well. The traditional syntax is also called, and not without good reason, “the school syntax” – it is still 

taught at schools and cannot be overlooked in university education. To completely disregard this method 

would not be an advisable solution, but polemizing with it is. 

Nowadays there is no doubt that formal analysis and semantic analysis of syntactic structures should 

be performed separately4). Of course, they are not independent entities – there are relations between 

them, which the author of this paper will try to present.

Contemporary syntactic description attaches importance to the relations between units which comprise 

a sentence or a clause, and pays more attention than before to the relation between layers of the system 

(itself)5). 

The theoretical and methodological basis for this paper includes primarily: Składnia współczesnego 

języka polskiego by Z. Saloni, M. Świdziński (4th ed. (revised), Warszawa 1998; further abbreviated as 

SWJP) and Gramatyka języka polskiego by H. Wróbel (Kraków 2001; further abbreviated as GJP) and 

other works listed in the bibliography.

2. Connotation and syntactic accommodation

The primary tools for this description are connotation and syntactic accommodation; the definition of 

a sentence and a clause will be formed on their basis. 

Connotation – depending on research assumptions adopted – is defined in many ways6). For the 

purposes of this paper, connotation is understood as in the following two definitions.

The authors of SWJP (232-233) define connotation as: “signalling a syntactic unit by a given lexeme. 

Such a unit will be called ‘a required phrase’. The required phrase (connoted by a given word phrase) is 

a syntactic unit (a group, a subordinate clause, […]) which must be attached to the given word phrase so 
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that the utterance embedding it was saturated, i.e. non-elliptical.”

According to GJP (224-225): “the valency of a lexeme is defined by means of the sum of the types 

of other lexemes and their combinations which the lexeme requires when we use it in a syntactic 

construction. This aspect of a lexeme’s ability to bind arguments is also called its connotation. The 

connotation of a lexeme is its individual, lexical feature”7).

The notion of accommodation is also necessary for syntactic description of inflected languages, and 

Polish is one of such languages. Accommodation is adjustment of an inflected form of a given lexeme to 

the requirements of another lexeme (other lexemes) which is (are) superordinate with respect to the given 

lexeme. The superordinate lexeme requires the subordinate lexeme to appear in a specific inflected form. 

The correct implementation of accommodation requirements – together with the correct implementation 

of connotation requirements – is a basic condition for generating correct sentences. In the traditional 

grammar, accommodation requirements are defined as relations of concord and case government; in 

modern linguistics the following terms are used: government, rection, syntactic accommodation or 

syntactic adjustment; the traditional concord relation is perceived as a special form of the government 

relation. However, the term “accommodation” does not pertain to inflection only. For the purposes of 

this description it is essential to introduce the term “syntactic accommodation” as well.

In SWJP syntactic accommodation is defined as an influence of one syntactic unit on another. The 

element imposing requirements is the adjusting unit, and the element which adjusts itself is the adjusted 

unit. Syntactic accommodation is divided into morphological accommodation and non-morphological 

accommodation, which is further divided into lexical and purely syntactic accommodation. 

Morphological accommodation means that the adjusting unit searches the paradigm for a word 

form which has specific grammatical properties, i.e. case, number, gender, etc. Non-morphological 

accommodation means that a syntactic unit is required with specific lexical properties (e.g. word form 

of a given lexeme, a specific conjunction, etc.). In the case of purely syntactic non-morphological 

accommodation the adjusting unit requires a unit with specific syntactic features; accommodation of 

agglutination and types of content clauses is also included. Three types of grammatical categories 

correspond to the above-mentioned three types of syntactic accommodation, i.e. morphological 

categories, lexical categories, and purely syntactic categories. One of purely syntactic categories is a 

type of content clause (SWJP 111-117), i.e. a subordinate clause of a given type, according to the view 

partly congruous with the traditional grammar.

In GJP syntactic accommodation, or adjustment, is defined as a phenomenon of formal agreement of 

words in a given relation. Connoting lexemes require some units appear in designated places in a specific 
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form; also non-connoted lexemes often have to adjust their form  to the requirements of a superordinate. 

Accommodation requirements may result from individual properties of a given lexeme; they may 

also pertain to all lexemes of a given part of speech, but in each case they are of grammatical nature. 

Accommodation may be based on inflectional, lexical, or syntactic conditions. Lexemes connoting 

subordinate clauses simultaneously accommodate a specific linking expression (247-256). 

3. Sentence – a definition in the formal syntax framework

A sentence is a basic unit of a syntactic level. It is also a grammatical term which has very many (over 

two hundred) definitions in the linguistic literature. According to the Encyklopedia językoznawstwa 

ogólnego, definitions of a sentence can be divided into three groups: structural definitions, structural-

semantic (mixed) definitions and semantic definitions8).  A closer examination of all these types is 

beyond the scope and aim of this article, therefore only the formal (structural) definition, which is also a 

starting point for defining a ‘content clause’, will be presented here.

As SWJP reads: “A sentence is a syntactic entirety built in one of the following two ways:

a) formed around the centre which is a finite form of a verb its equivalent in terms of distribution;

b) built of two clauses joined by means of a conjunctive element (which can be viewed as the 

centre)”.

A sentence, the written representation of which is an utterance, is called an independent clause. A 

sentence which meets the requirements of the point a) of the definition above is a simple sentence; and a 

sentence which meets the requirements of the point b) – a compound sentence. A clause proper is every 

clause introduced into the structure of another clause as a result of the operation described in the second 

point of the definition. A clause proper can become independent. Not all types of clauses – including 

connoted clauses (SWJP 41-46) – can undergo this process. Such an understanding of a sentence is 

significantly different from that of the traditional grammar. Sentences perceived as compound ones in 

the framework of the traditional grammar are simple clauses according to the definition quoted above, 

which means that the occurrence of more than one finite form of a verb (verbum finitum)9) is no more a 

condition for qualifying a given sentence and compound10). 

4. Content clause

For the purposes of this description the term ‘content clause’ is used as a name for constructions 

known in the traditional grammar as subordinate clauses (e.g. noun, predicative, attributive), in the 

transformational-generative grammar as intensional clauses, and in predicate-argument syntax as 
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constructions continued by higher-order predicates. Due to the fact that subordinate clauses of the 

above-mentioned types are often interchanged with non-clausal units, i.e. they function as phrases, such 

constructions are called ‘content clause’11). Content clauses are obligatory and subject to the same rules 

that govern the traditional parts of a sentence.

SWJP (147) names 8 types of content clauses, 3 of which are systematically and textually most 

common; these are: SP (że), SP (q), SP (żeby). SP (że) is a content clause introduced by means of the 

‘że’ conjunction, SP (q) is an indirect question, SP (żeby) is a content clause introduced by means of the 

‘żeby’ conjunction. The remaining 5 types are marginal and will not be described in this paper; these are: 

SP (jakoby), SP (aż), SP (czy), SP (jak), SP (kiedy). It should be mentioned that lexemes ‘czy’, ‘jak’ and 

‘kiedy’ can function both as interrogative particles and as conjunctions. Here, their usage in the function 

of conjunctions is considered marginal.

5. Syntactic position

The authors of SWJP do not use the term ‘syntactic position’ in the way it is defined in this paper. 

The term ‘syntactic position’ as defined by Polish structuralists from Nicolaus Copernicus University in 

Toruń will be used below. The definition is as follows: syntactic position is a subordinate unit understood 

on the highest level of abstraction as a set of phrases which are in the distributional equivalence (positional 

equivalence) relation to one another. This means that it is possible/ we are able to assign a set of 

syntactic positions to a phrase of a given type, and the phrase represents these positions independently or 

with phrases of another type12).

6. Lexemes connoting content clauses

Classes of lexemes connoting content clauses cannot be determined in a general way. Such features 

are characteristic of some verbal, nominal, adjectival, adverbial and other lexemes, and there is no other 

way of identifying them than enumerate them. Attempts at presenting a set of such units have already 

been made in the linguistic literature (SWJP 144). If we agree that units connoting subordinate clauses 

are a lexical problem, we can accept them as a closed set, at least at a given time. However, it should be 

emphasized that sometimes the negative form of a given lexeme has other connoting features than the 

affirmative form, just as words formed in word-formation processes which acquire a part of the features 

of their components do not always obtain their connoting features. 

From a formal point of view, units connoting subordinate clauses can be divided into those with verbal 

features (verb forms agreeing in person and impersonal forms) and those with non-verbal features (nouns, 
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adjectives, adverbs). Some idiomatic expressions (of verbal or non-verbal nature) also have connoting 

features. However, it should be noted that requiring a subordinate clause by non-verbal lexemes is 

always connected with the connoting features of the verb (GJP 281).

Lexemes providing positions for content clauses described in this paper form quite distinct semantic 

groups. The biggest group contains units which are traditionally called verbs of saying, feeling and 

thinking (verba dicendi, sentiendi et cogitandi). These lexemes are very popular among linguists13). It 

was also noticed that the subject which remains in Agreement with a connoting lexeme is of the personal 

(referring to people) type, or at least animate.

7. Obligatory and optional occupying of a semantic position 

Connoting lexemes require other units (a noun phrase, a content clause, etc.) as their arguments, 

which units are individually specified in terms of form. Some of these arguments are obligatory, i.e. 

they have to appear for the sentence to be grammatically correct (in a context-free situation); and some 

arguments are optional, i.e. they may, but do not have to appear (SWJP 244-245). In this description 

optional arguments are put in round brackets, and the obligatory ones are not bracketed. Let’s compare 

the following examples:

ZGADZAĆ SIĘ – ZGODZIĆ SIĘ “to agree, accede” ‘wyrazić zgodę’ [na B/ ŻEBY/ z N/ OR]

ZAPEWNIAĆ – ZAPEWNIĆ “to assure”    [B + (o Ms/ ŻE/ OR)]

It is worth noting that both the paradigm as well as the obligatory/optional nature of the argument 

depend on the shades of meaning of a given lexeme. The ‘ZGADZAĆ SIĘ – ZGODZIĆ SIĘ’ example 

above is given in its “to accede to, to agree to” meaning, but in the “to agree with, to admit” meaning 

the paradigm is as follows: [(z N) + (ŻE/ OR)]. These paradigms differ in many aspects: the number of 

positions which must be occupied, grammatical features of the complements, and the necessity to occupy 

the positions. 

8. Types of equivalent phrases

Equivalent phrases, i.e. exchangeable government (in the traditional syntax), or alternative connotation 

(SWJP 243-244) occur when a given lexical unit allows one of its connoted positions to be occupied by 

different expressions; however they cannot appear simultaneously (GJP 256).
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It depends on the connoting unit how many expressions can interchangeably occupy an open slot, 

what grammatical form is a given expression required to take, and what kind of linking expression has 

to be used (when a content clause is required). Moreover, it often becomes an important point whether 

the connoting unit is in the negative or non-negative form, as negation influences syntactic requirements 

in some cases (vid. above). Using the Future Tense or the conditional mood in the main clause may also 

result in a change (with respect to the Present/Past Tense, the declarative mood) of the linking expression 

and the whole structure of the content clause14).

Content clauses can alternate with different expressions (other content clauses as well) and in different 

configurations. From the formal point of view verbs requiring SP (że), SP (q), SP (żeby) alternatively 

with other syntactic units can be divided into a few groups which differ from one another in terms of not 

only syntactic requirements, but also the number of allowed phrases. 

Some connoting lexemes allow for alternating a certain type of content clause for one phrase only. It 

can be a noun phrase in a precisely specified oblique case form, a subordinate clause of a different type, 

infinitive (infinitive phrase), direct speech, adverbial phrase. 

There are also lexemes which allow for interchanging three, four, five and more units. 

Examples:

1. Lexemes connoting SP (że), SP (q), SP (żeby) / noun phrase

biedzić się ‘to worry’ [nad N / SP (q)]

cierpieć ‘to deplore’ [nad N/ SP (że)]

dbać – zadbać ‘to take care’ [o B/ SP (żeby)]

doczekiwać się – doczekać się ‘to wait for’ [D/ SP (że)]

dyktować ‘to dictate’ [(C) + B / SP (q)]

pamiętać ‘to remember’ [o Ms/ SP (że)]

pilnować ‘to watch over’ [D/ SP (żeby)]

pomyśleć ‘to think, to consider’ [o Ms/ SP (żeby)]

przyzwyczajać się – przyzwyczaić się ‘to get used to’ [do D/ SP (że)]

szczycić się ‘to boast’ [N/ SP (że)]

zasługiwać – zasłużyć ‘to deserve’ [na B/ SP (żeby)]
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2. Lexemes connoting interchangeable content clauses or infinitive phrases

okazało się ‘it turned out’ [SP (że)/ SP (q)]

zdarzać się – zdarzyć się ‘to happen’ [C + INFP/ SP (że)]

podobać się – spodobać się ‘to appeal to, to please’ [C + (SP (że)/ SP (jak))]

przydać się ‘it would be good/nice to (do sth)’ [INFP / SP (żeby)]

starczyć – starczać ‘it is enough to (do sth)’ [INFP / SP (że)]

razić (nie podobać się) ‘offend’ [B + SP (że)/ SP (jak)]

widzieć ‘to see, to realize’ [(SP (że)/ SP (q))]

3. Lexemes connoting more than two interchangeable phrases

uczyć się ‘to learn’ (od D) + (D/ SP (że)/ SP (q)/ INFP / o Ms)

pisać ‘to write’ (o Ms) + (B/ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)/ OR)

czekać – poczekać/ zaczekać ‘to wait’ (na B/ SP (aż)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (że)/ SP (kiedy)/ SP (q)) + (OK)

nakrzyczeć ‘to shout at’ (na B) + (za B/ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)/ OR)

kwapić się ‘to be eager for’ (do D)/ z N/ INFP / SP (żeby)

bać się ‘to be affraid’ (D/ INFP / SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q))/ o B/ D

mówić ‘to speak, to talk’ (C/ do D) + o Ms/ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)/ SP (jakoby)/ 
OR/ OK

szeptać – szepnąć ‘to whisper’ (C/ do D) + B/ o Ms/ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)/ OR 

prawić ‘to speak, to talk’ (C) + B/ o Ms/ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)/ OR/OK

powtarzać – powtórzyć ‘to repeat’ (C) + (B/ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)/ OR)

uradzać – uradzić ‘to agree on’ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)/ INFP / B

zadecydować ‘to decide’ o Ms/ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)

krzyczeć – krzyknąć ‘to shout’ na B + (za B)/ SP (że)/ SP (żeby)/ SP (q)/ OR

opowiadać – opowiedzieć ‘to tell’ C + B/ o Ms/ SP (że)/ SP (q)/ OR/ SP (jakoby)

słyszeć ‘to hear’ (od D) + o Ms/ SP (że)/ B/ K/ SP (jakoby)/ OK

The aim of this paper was to present a certain type of distribution of specific syntactic units in 

Contemporary Polish. These units are called content clauses. Traditionally they are perceived as different 

types of subordinate clauses, in transformational-generative grammar they are known as intensional 

clauses, and in formal syntax – as content clauses. Connoted content clauses are, to be precise, a lexical 

problem. They are required by very specific lexemes, which can be enumerated. A detailed description of 

these connoting lexemes (or idiomatic expressions) demands excerpting them from dictionaries together 

with sentence paradigms. The author has enumerated ca. 1400 such lexemes in Polish, but detailed 

descriptions of their paradigms and phrase distribution is beyond the scope of this paper. It should 
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be also acknowledged that it is not a constant set, but it undergoes changes as the language evolves. 

Sentence paradigms may also change with time15).

List of symbols used

M  – noun phrase in nominative case

D  – noun phrase in genitive case

C  – noun phrase in dative case

B  – noun phrase in accusative case

N  – noun phrase in instrumental case

p-Ms  – prepositional phrase in locative case16)

SP (że)  – subordinate clause introduced by means of ‘że’ conjunction 

SP (żeby)  – subordinate clause introduced by means of ‘żeby’ conjunction

SP (q)  – an indirect question

SP (jakoby)  – subordinate clause introduced by means of ‘jakoby’ conjunction

SP (jak)  – subordinate clause introduced by means of ‘jak’ conjunction

OR  – direct speech 

INFP  – infinitive phrase 

OK  – adverbial phrase

[ ]  – syntactic paradigm 

( )  – optional elements of the paradigm17) 

/  – interchangeable elements of the paradigm 

+  – obligatory argument 

Notes

1) The following definition has prevailed for a long time in Polish linguistics: “The word order in a sentence in 
Polish is flexible, though not entirely arbitrary” (Szober 1963, pp. 317-321). This statement, not well-grounded 
from the beginning, has been being questioned by modern researchers of Polish syntax for many years. There 
are numerous restrictions on the word order in Polish, though it certainly is not an analytic language with highly 
restricted word order. 

2) The term ‘traditional grammar’ refers to the grammar taught in Polish schools (translator’s note).
3) Among significant works in the traditional syntax framework in Polish linguistics there are such publications as: 

Krasnowolski 1897; Klemensiewicz 1937, 1961, 1970, Jodłowski 1976.
4) Vid e.g. Wróbel 1999, p. 222.
5) Vid e.g. Bobrowski 1995, pp. 63.
6) The best-known in Polish linguistics are the definitions by: Z. Gołąb, T. Milewski, S. Karolak, R. 
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Grzegorczykowa, Z. Saloni and M. Świdziński, H. Wróbel (vid bibliography). 
7) Vid. also: Wróbel 1999, pp. 224.
8) In: Encyklopedia językoznawstwa ogólnego, pp. 669–671, author of the entry: S. Karolak. Vid. also: Karolak 

1972, pp. 98–100.
9) Finite forms comprise: forms agreeing in person, impersonal verb forms ending with -no, -to, and forms of modal 

verbs (e.g. można, trzeba, warto), (SWJP: 46).
10) The author herself is more inclined toward perceiving the constructions with a connoted clause as compound 

sentences; however, due to the use of the term ‘content clause’ she accepts the definition in SWJP.
11) Other types of phrases are as follows: finite phrase (of proper verbs and pseudo-verbs), noun phrase, prepositional 

phrase, adjectival phrase, adverbial phrase, infinitive phrase.
12) Based on: Gębka-Wolak 2011, pp. 82-84.
13) Among semantico-syntactic essays there are: Kleszczowa 1989, Kozarzewska 1990, Greń 1994. 
14) E.g. exchanging a clause introduced with a conjunction for a clause with an indirect question in which the lexeme 

introducing the clause takes a position of a sentence constituent (conjunctions do not take positions of sentence 
constituents).

15) Differences are already noticeable between two of the sources:  Słownik sytaktyczno-generatywny czasowników 
polskich  and Inny słownik języka polskiego. There is a twenty years’ gap between these works. 

16) In the case of the locative case, a preposition-noun phrase is the only possibility, as a noun always comes after a 
preposition.

17) Not applicable to brackets in the names of content clauses, e.g. SP (jakoby), SP (q).
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Summary (Polish)

MALEJKA Jagna

Celem artykułu jest ukazanie pewnego typu dystrybucji określonych jednostek składniowych w 

języku polskim. Jednostki te nazwane zostały frazami zdaniowymi. Są to tradycyjnie rozumiane różnego 

rodzaju typy zdań podrzędnych, w gramatyce transformacyjno-generatywnej określane jako zdania 

intensjonalne, a w składni formalnej właśnie jako frazy zdaniowe. Konotowane frazy zdaniowe stanowią 

właściwie problem słownikowy. Wymagane są przez ściśle określone leksemy, które można wskazać 

przez wyliczenie. Dokładny opis tych konotujących leksemów (bądź związków frazeologicznych) 

wymagał wyekscerpowania ich ze słowników wraz ze schematami zdaniowymi. Autorka tego tekstu 

wyliczyła około 1400 takich leksemów w języku polskim, jednak szczegółowy opis ich schematów 

oraz dystrybucji fraz przekracza ramy i założenia niniejszego artykułu. Przyjąć należy też, że nie jest to 

zbiór stały i podlega zmianom wraz z rozwojem języka. Także schematy składniowe mogą z czasem się 

zmieniać.


